Trade Terms & Conditions – Winter Promotion 2020
Offer: Get 10% off a Linn streamer or 20% off a Linn Surround set up
1. This offer runs from 17 November 2020 until 19 January 2021 inclusive. Only orders
placed during this period will be eligible for this promotion.
2. All orders must be placed using the supplied order form. All order forms must include the
customer’s name and email address along with details of the items being ordered. Orders
placed without these details will not qualify for the promotion and customers must be informed
at purchase of the Linn Data Protection Policy.
3. Only one order per customer.
4. Majik DSM, Kustom DSM and Series 3 are excluded from this offer and are ineligible for any
discount.
5. This offer is valid for 10% off the RRP of selected Linn DS, DSM & System Hubs (Selekt,
Akurate & Klimax levels).
6. This offer is valid for 20% off the RRP of the total order value of orders containing a surround
module.
7. This offer is valid for an additional 20% off RRP of a maximum of one demo stock Surround
Selekt DSM per retailer. Existing demo stock eligibility criteria applies. For example, a
Surround Selekt order must include Selekt DSM, Surround processor, HDMI Switching
module, 3x line/amp/combination modules & 3x DAC.
8. This inclusion of a surround module can be to upgrade a customer’s existing source and will
apply a discount to any Exaktboxes, Exakt speakers, amps being used to upgrade the
existing system to surround.
9. The value of the promotion cannot be substituted to offer any other deals.
10. Upon submission of the correctly completed order form, Linn will provide the ordered items.
11. This offer cannot be combined with any other promotion, special discount or demonstration
discount other than the offer described above.
12. This offer is only valid in UK, Europe and North America.
Examples:
Selekt DSM purchased will qualify for 10% discount on RRP.
Selekt DSM System Hub purchased with surround module upgrade and Exakt speakers will be
eligible for 20% discount off total RRP.
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